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Crow In Concert

All School Mixer Scheduled Oct. 2
The all school Mixer will be
held October 2. This first all
school Mixer promises to be one
of the best with the Crow
highlighting thp. weekend with a
concert
Saturday
night.

Activities wiU start with the
arrival of the girls Saturday
about noon. Girls from UMR,
Cottey, Fontbonne , Stevens,
Monticello, Linenwood, Dorms,
and several Nursing Schools of
the area have received invitations to attend this year's
Mixer. However, as of last
Friday, only ONE school has
confirmed that they will be
here.
The firs t Mixer will be held in
the ballroom of the Student
Union Building from 1 till 5.
This Mixer will feature as it 's

band. The Comic Book Society.
Immediately following this
Mixer will be the crow concert.
The concert performed by the
Crow will be from 6:30 til 8:30.
There will be no reserved seats
so bring your favorite blanket to
groove on during the concert.
Tickets will be $1.50 each with a
valid 1.D. - two tickets per 1.D.
Tickets will be offered at $3.00
each for those wishing to attend
but not a date or student.
After the Crow concert
another Mixer will be held in the
Student Union Ballroom . This
dance will start at 9 and will go
until 1. The Common Ground
will perform at this Mixer.
Don 't forget to come to the
Mixers and concerto-Let the
October 2 Mixer be the best in
UMR's history.

Schedule Of Events

s
The Crow will perform immediately following the all school mixer. They are
presently on the national front and are best known for their hit " Evil
Woman."
Holds Dedicatio~

PACE Incorporated
Cutting the ribbon at the grand opening of PACE are from left to right : Ed
Owsley, Rev. Carl Roberts, Ron Daues, Steve Petty, Murray Renick , Mayor
Logan, Gary Broyles, Dennis Chapman, Fred Ackelmire, Russ Perry, Dave
Beshou.
There's a new organization
here in Rolla who spotted an
unwanted situation, analyzed it
and has developed a solution to
solve the problem.
The organization ' s name is
P.A.C.E. The problem is that
which confronts approximately
20 percent of the graduates
from UMR. That being their
inability to locate a satisfactory
position in their chosen field.
In an interview Friday
morning, Dennis D. Chapman,
vice president and director of
marketing had this to say. "A
graduating student's ability to
secure a good position in a topflight company today depends
upon more than just being
exposed to a limited number of
interviewers on campus.

Because the job market is
extremely dull now due to tight
money and governmental
cutbacks in spending especially
in those areas where massive
engineering
staffs
were
required before,
today ' s
graduate is really facing a
double jeopardy."
Mr. Chapman, himself a
recent graduate student at
UMR ., went on to explain that
... "with corpoate manpower
cutbakcs, many highly-trained,
well-educated engineers and
support personnel are out of
work and competing for a
reduced number of job
openings. When the recent
college graduate starts looking
for a well-paying, challenging
position, he's being confronted

perhaps for the first time with
the real fact that his may be a
very difficult business life. "
"The only way these young
graduate can compete on an
equal basis wi th the older,
more-experienced engineer, is
to market their wants and
capabilities in an extremely
professional way. Reaching out
and contacting more corporations ... telling them about
themselves .. . what their goals
and personal objectives are."
"I've been talking about
engineering students simply
because this is our major area
of concern here in Rolla . .. but
the same conditions hold true in
all other educational areas,
too. "

(Continued on Page 2)

Saturday, October 2, 1971
1 til 5 Mixer-Student Union-Comic Book Society.
2 til 4 Football game- UMR vs . Culver-Stockten
6: 30 til 8: 30 Crow Concert- Multi-Purpose
Building
9 til 1 Mixer- Student Union- Common Ground

"Marijuana, Are We
Going To Pot???"
Dr. Joel Fort will lecture on
marijuana Tuesday, October 5
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Dr. Joel Fort is a physicianauthor spceializing in public
heal th, drug abuse , youth
problems, and social reform .
Founder of the center for
Solving Social and Health
Problems in San Francisco, he
has provided comprehensive
outpatient treatment for anyone
with drug (a lcohol , tobacco ,
pills, narcotics, LSD, etc.); sex;
suicide, crime, overweight ;
sleep; and other spe-ciai
Droblems. He is continuing the
work for the center he
developed in 1965 which was the

first youth and "hippie" (free)
clinic and the first in the
co untr y to provide special
services to the poor minority
groups.
Pleasure Seekers: The Drug
Crisis, Youth, and Society, and
also of numerous lectures given
on college campuses shuc as:
"The M.A.D. (M ind Altering
Drugs ) World;" "Marijuna,
Are We Going To PoP", and
"Sex In America. "

On The
Inside
Student Union

Page 2-
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SENIORS

In order to schedule your
senior picture for the
ROLLAMO, it is necessary
that you fill out the blue
card that you have
received in the mail and
return
it
to
the
photographer as soon as
possible.
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boyfriend. Niven suggests she
play the field, and she quickly
fills the house with incessant
parties , screaming teens, and
The Impossible Years
undulating rock-n-roll groups.
Movie Times : 4:00 and 6:30. . To relax his nerves-and to finish
his book-he sends her to
Life is full for university Catalina for a weekend from
professor
David
Niven which she returns no longer a
collaborating on a book with virgin.
colleague Chad Evevett about
teen-age behavior . He points
Billiards Tournament
with pride ot his 17 and 15 yearold daughters until the older is
The Student Union will
arrested for carrying a dirty sponsor a Billards Tournament
word sign in a protest march . Tuesday, Oct. 5 at 7:00 p.m. The
When he sees it like it really is, sign-up list will be on the S.U.
his discomfort increases but he bulletin board. All you hustlers
presumes that her playing sign up now .
hookey, sloppy appearance, bad
Rap Session
grades and non-ending giddy
There will be a Rap session
phone calls are due to the influence of her trumpet-playing with Dr. Foel Fort from 9:00 to
FLICK

•

•

•

Chapman
believes
the
average student is not ready for
the shock of not being able to
find an immediate position for
his graduate abilities. Mter the
complete their education, he
believes most students are
under the impression that
nearly any company will hire
them simply because of their
degree. " Nothing could be
farther from the truth" says
Chapman. "It's an employers
market tod ay ... not an employees or job seekers market. "
T~~s was the reply he received.
P.A .C.E . IS the shortened
name for the PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATES for CAREER
ENHANCEMENT . On the
surface, P .A.C.E. would appear
to be an employment agency or
a placement bureau . But this
isn't the case. P .A.C.E . does not
locate a job for its clients and
th
t
t
.
th
e
en ry 0 conVlOce
graduate to take it to collect a
fee . There are too many
organizations who do that
today. They're happy because
they make money. But the
graduate they place may not be
so happy, simply because they
were over sold on the company
or their opportunity within the
(;ompany.
PAC E'
t II
. . . . IS ac ua y a group
of Rolla bUSinessmen and
educators who have pledged
themselves to helping interested
students
first;
determine what it is they really..
want to do; second, h~lp them
deCide where their real
capabilities lie; third, showing
them how to become the
dominant factor in negotiations
for each position they're offered
and finally; guiding and
directing them in the selection
of the one which offers the
graduate the best immediate
opportunity combined with the
brightest future. "
"We spend hours with each
stu~ent during the last year of

.
their college days making them
think 'about themselves, what
they want to accomplish in life,
motivating them toward these
goals. We have sessions where
we do roll playing ... actually
showing them how to conduct
themselves in job inerviewing
situations. Then when we think
they are ready ... we actually
have a few try runs staged for
their benefit with the type
people they're going to be
meeting in actual interview
situations. We get the feed back
from these professional people
and then discuss the students
performance in these situations
privately."
with
them
"All this builds confidence in
the student. But we don 't stop
there ... not by any stretch of
the imagination. We help the
student prepare a professional
resume, a telling them to write
for a complete resume, photo
and all these things. The things
a real pro who has been out in
the business world for a few
years and who is looking for a
job would do. "
Perhaps the most important
thingP.A .C.E. helps the student
accomplish is to isolate those
companies which fill his "ideal
position" characteristics. Once
all this has been accomplished,
the student can go out and talk
with those companies which ifit
him best on equal terms with
any other applicant. "
Mr. Chapman says, "Sure, we
chargelriee for our services but
the difference between the
starting salary of one of our
people and any other student

The Association of Married
Students held it's monthly
meeting on Monday night,
September 20 in the Student
Union with over 80 people
present . It was a pleasure to
have many new people present.
President Jack Olldrin
presided and the business
meeting proceeded smoothly.
Fund raising projects were
disccussed and it was decided
that the Mates will sponsor a
fund raising project fo: chari~y
thiS semester. A committee Will
look into choosing a charity.
The next social event will a
Halloween-Square Dance Party
to be held October 30 , 1971 in
the Engineer's Eating Club at
8:00 p.m. All married couples
w~ll be invited. Further details
Will be presented at the next
Mates meeting on Oct. 12, 7:30
p.m . in the Student Union.
A bowling lane has been
reserved for the Mates club on
Thursday evenings, 7:00 at ABC
Bowling ~an.es. Any marri~d
couple WIShlOg to bowl IS
welcome to cor:n e join th.e fun .
Mter ~e busrness po:tlOn of
the meetrng was adJourned,
Fred Pope entertained with his
gwtar.
.
If you Wish to order a Mates
sweatshirt, call Jo-Ann Oldrin,
364-2633 to place your order.
fresh off the campus who's
lucky enough to have a job when
he graduates, more than pays
the fee. It's an investment in a

career just as a college degree
is an investment in a n
education . The best college
education in the world , won 't
really solve today 's problem.
Unless a graduate is poised,
confident, motivated and
known , he's at the mercy of the
limited number of employers
who have job openings."
And too, since many new
graduates find the need for postgraduate career consultaion.
Pace offers its clients a five
year extended career enhancement program. Free of
charge. This means that each
client has at his disposal the
entire PACE team for a fullfive

~ars.

- SAVE UP TO 50% AUTO PARTS & ACC. - SPEED EQUIP.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

513 HIWAY 63 S.

UPTOWN

Association Of
Married Students
Holds Meeting
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- - NOW SHOWING--

questIOns from his lecture
"Marijuana, Are We Going To
Pot? "
Don't miss this opportunity to
talk to one of the leading
authorities on todays drug
problems.
- - - - - - - -_ _---.1

ROLLA, MO.

364-5252

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Street

***

Catering To UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

lEND'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
PHONE: 364-1301
ROllA, MO.
MARTIN SPRING DR.

130 minutes of
excitement!
96 of the most critical
hours in history!
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a lifetime!
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GIVE A DAMN.
USE A CONDOM.

Each ye
of Rep
propriatio
the vari
SUpportel
from the
This comn

Take the worry out of sex, and you'll enjoy it even more!
Making love is great. And if you really give a damn about both your
lives ... you' ll want to protect her against accidental p regnancy. By
using a man's contraceptive that's been designed not only with protection in mind , but with pleasure as well. For today's new condoms
a re exquisitely sensitive, while still providing the same dependable
protecti~n the condom has always been noted for!
And now many of the best b rands of condoms a re available by mail
from Population P lanning Associates ... and delivered to you in a
p lain package to protect your privacy.
Choose fro m the Fetherli te from England. thinnest a nd most exciting to use, with "Sensitol" lubrication for extra enjoyment. Or
the NuForm, a lso from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation. Or the famous Trojan. Or the well-known a nd popula r Sultan.
And many more. All electronically tested and made to exacting
FDA standards.
Fast Delivery-Money-Back Guarantee
Discover our fast, low-cost service by sending just $4 for a sampler
pack of 13 assorted condoms-5 different brands including the sensational Naturalamb, made from natural animal ~embrane-plus an
illustrated brochure describing our complete selection. Or send just
$1 and get 3 English brands: 2 Fetherlites and 1 Nu Form, plus the
brochure. For brochure alone, send only 25¢. All orders are filled
the same day received and sent in a plain package. Money back if
not delighted. Mail coupon now.

Inter
meetin!
In the
ThurSd
30th. A
altend.
there
Bergth
Epsilon

I-------------------------~
Population Planning Associates, 105 North Columbia, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
I Please rush me in plain package:
BB-4
D Sampler pack of 13 assorted
I condoms plus illustrated brochure "'n:a:m::.---------:I""'p'-.o-,.- P-,;,..,-;nl}
I describing complete se lection, $4.
r:l 2 Fetherlites, 1 NuForm plus

"'a:d;:;d='.=SS:-----------

I Drochure, $1.
I D Illustrated brochure only, 25¢.
I I enclose payment in fu ll. If not city
stat.
I
I may return unused
- -IL delighted,
________________________
portiOfl of order for full refund .
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John Kremer Presides A Missouri Miner Interview
White - Champion Of Justice?
In National IK Meeting Zane
By Dwight Deardeuff
life as that of a priest for
Bail Bonds
returned from a ttending a
National Executive Council
meeting in Edinburg, Texas.
Kremer is the equivalent of
national president and was in
charge of the meeting. This was
prehaps the most important
meeting of the national officers
in that policies for the year were
set into action.

Joe Kremer
Jon Kremer, serving as Royal
King of the Intercollegia te
Knights National Honorary
Service Fraternity, has just

Osage Chapter of the Intercollegiate Knights here at
Rolla, where Kremer had
served two terms as president
before becoming Royal King,
was Outstanding Chapter last
year and much was mentioned
at the meeting concerning the
succession of Osage.

New Sales Tax To
Affect Students
In accordance with a new
state law, the University of
Missouri tomorrow will begin
paying the three per cent state
sales tax on retail sales made
by it. The amendment of the
state sales tax law in 1965
changed the sales tax from a
tax on the buyer to a gross
receipts tax on the seller, which
in this case, is the University.
The law, however, provi:les that
the tax may be collected from
buyers for remittance to the
state.

concert tickets, tickets for
student activity events , books
sold by the University of
Missouri Press a~ld such services as printing, copying,
duplicating of tapes and others.

While the University wants to
be a good corporate citizen, and
recognizes the great need of the
cities which have enacted city
sales tax ordinances, the
University does not believe that
such city ordinances, the
University does not believe that
such city ordinances can legally
The new law, Senate Bill 72 , impose a tax on the gross
repeals that portion of the state receipts of sales made by the
sales tax statute which stat.e university. Therefore, the
previously exempted public University does not believe it
higher education institutions can legally collect such city
from paying the statIO tax on its sales tax from buyers for
retail sales. The new iegislation remittance to the state and it
was passed by the last session of will not do so.
the General Assembly and
.In addition, the University
became effective at midnight
announced it has determined
September 27, 1971.
that room and board charges
Among the items on which the for students living in University
University will collect the statf~ housing are not subject to state
sales tax are student union and sales tax.
Under the new legislation, the
snack bar food sales, athletic
tickets, concessions, programs, University still is exempt from
bookstore sales, publications, paying the state sales tax on
certain agricultural sales, purchases it makes.

Cantrell To Visit UMR
Each year the Missouri House
of
Representatives
Appropriations Committee visits
the various state agencies
supported by appropriations
from the General Assembly.
This committee, as well as any

NOTICE
Intercollegiate Knights
meeting after the Smoker
in the I.K. Ballroom
Thursday night September
30th. All persons try to
attend. If you can't be
there
contact
Steve
Bergtholdt at Tau Kapps
Epsilon 364-9969.

NOTICE
STUDENT
UNION
BILLIARD
TOURNAMENT. 50 BALLSTRAIGHT POOL- OR 8
BALL.

SIGN UP ON THE
STUDENT
UNIOIIJ
BULLETIN BOARD BY
OCTOBER 4TH.

other representative who
wishes to participate, will be
visiting the University of
Missouri-Rolla campus
Tuesday October 5. ,
E . J. "Lucky" Cantrell,
chairman of the appropriations
committee , and his fellow
committeemen will arrive at
UMR at 10:30 Tuesday morning. Chancelor Baker will
greet the group with welcoming
remarks
at
the
Civil
Engineering Auditorium.
Following this the committeemen will meet with
several UMR students, on a one
to one basis, to visit with them ,
tour the !!ampus , and to have
lunch with them wherever the
students normally have their
lunch.
At 1 p.m. the legislators will
meet faculty guides, again on a
one to one basis, who will also
show them around campus ,
discuss various activities, introduce other faculty, and visit
some classrooms in session. At
2:20 p.m. the group will
reasSemble in the Mechanical
Engineering Auditorium for a
qu_estion and answer session,
followed by a press conference.

And Sidney Birchfield
This article is the first in a
series of articles to be published
on community relations. It is
the goal of the Miner Ness Staff
to interview prominent local
leaders and to discover if the
average Miner 's persecution
complex has a basis in fact.
Wity this in mind, Mr . White
was interviewed last Tuesday,
September 21, one day prior to '
his appearance on KMSM.
Motivated By Pride
And Accomplishment
has
been
Mr.
White
prosecuting attorney for four
years now. His goal when he
assumed office was to be the
best prosecutor that Phelps
county
had
ever
had .
Prosecuting Attorney White
speaks of himself as "a man
motivated by pride and
accomplishment." With the
enviable record of only three
jury trial losses during his four
and one-half years of office, one
might say that he takes his
office quite seriously. He
believes that law enforcement
officials must be fearless and
attributes Rolla 's lack of riots
and civil disturbances as " due
in part to strict la w enforcement and by deterring
potential leaders from acts of
violence." Mr. White sees his

accomplishment and a s a
contribution toward maintaining an orderly existence. He
wants to see Phelp's County as a
place where "parents can send
their children to school with
peace of mind."
More Reliable Relationship
Mr. White feels today that
there is a better and more
realistic working relationship
between the university and the
law. He claimes that before he
took office, the university and
its professors were treated as a
privileged class. The policy
prior to his administration was
to refrain from "ruffling the
water ," but this was an
unrealistic attitude to have a
"vacuum of 6000-7000 people
from the law." His first crackdown was on Miner's drinking
in public during the St. Pat 's
Day parade. This, according to
Mr . Whi te , was a source of
bitter feelings from the townspeople who would have been
fined for such actions. He then
boasted of the time he was
police magistrate, and having
groups of six to eight Miners
brought before him for
celebrating at the parade. I
must confess, however , that
during the five St. Pat's parades
I have " enjoyed ", that I have
fauled to see anyone taken into
custody for drinking.

The interviewers then hit
upon some of the bail bonds
handed out by this county . Mr.
White
was
constantly
correcting himself for using
"we" in speaking of the setting
of the bonds. because more
appropriately Judge Bradford
sets the bonds. He defended' the
bonds for recent possession of
marijuana , which is a passive
crime, by comparing them with
the bonds set for crimes of
violence, such as rape. White
then mentioned several avenues
open to a defendant to have this
bond lowered-higher courts,
circuit court of appeals and a
writ of habeus corpus.
Playboy Not Authenic Source .
When asked his opinion of the
widespread use of marijuana,
Mr. White asked where our
information on widespread
usage was obtained. We quoted
Playboy's recent college poll ;"
only to find out that "Playboy is
not an authentic source of information. " He also mentioned
that it is the juries that set the
penalties for law breakers.
Revolutionaries
On UMR Campus
Then Mr. White dropped his
big
bomb.
There
are
" revolutionaries on our cam(Continued on Page 4)
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Joe Morello Performs At Half-Time
During the Miner 's home
football game the UMR Band
presented it's first show. The
show consisted of a pre-game
and a half-time performance.
The pre-game will remain the
same throughout the entire
season. The Band, flags , and
Pershing Rifles
will join
together for the presentation 01
the National Anthem. Immediately following. the band
will form a "Floating" UMR

shown to both sides of the field
while playing " Fight Miners " .
The Half-time show for this
game was highlighted by the
performance of Joe Morello.
Mr. Morello, who was voted the
number 1 jazz drummer by
Playboy Magazine played
during the half-time backed by
music played by the Marching
Miners, the band and Mr.
Morello played three numbers:
Follow the BOUNCING Band,
Modal Jo, and Gregory 's Chant.

These songs had never been
played before a public audience
and it was indeed an honor
bestowed up on the UMR Band
to play for the first time music
written especially for Mr.
More!lo.
Half time performances
will vary throughout the
season .. At the next home game
two fine high school bands will
be featured ; Pacific and
Marshfield.

--
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Yours-Theirs - Ours

EDITORIAL OPINION
Zane White Interview
(Continued from Page 3)
pus. "I have to wait to get the
numbers through people who
will talk to me." When asked to
define the nature of his
revolutionaries
he
said
"revolutionaries to overthrow
the government of the United
States." We asked Mr. White if
our
shipment
of
SDS
revolutionaries ever came
through from Berkeley. To
which he ereplied that he didn 't
feel "that everyone in the SDS is
revolutionary." This seemed
pretty absurd coming from a
self-appointed political
historian. "The revolutionaries
we have here are members of
the United States type
Liberation Front. They are
equivalent to the Viet Congo
Their present aim is to be a
drag on the economy; they
refuse to work, increase
unemployment, spread dope,

NOTICE
The Wesley program will
be Wednesday, September
29, with Mr. Prakash U.
Bakhru, speaking on India
at 6 p.m. at the Wesley
House, 403 West Eighth
Street.

NOTICE
Theta Tau Professional
Engineering Fra ternity is
currently accepting applications for fall 1971.
Application forms may be
obtained
from
your
organization's President or
the Theta Tau mail box at
the student union candy
counter.

-..

encourage fr ee love, and
communal life. They have a
peaceable approach now, later
on they will come to
the violent state." Our
revoluationaries are trained by
the "brown berets" in old
Mexico in a camp with their
own lawyer, doctor and dentist.
I was really worried at this
point wi th these creeps and
their "Castro handshakes,"
which for all you unhip brothers
is a friendship handshake, but
Mr. Whi te assured me tha t no
revolutionary acitvity was
planned on our campus for the
next two semesters .
This,
howev er,
didn't
preclude the revolutionaries
from traveling to St. Louis with
their drugs and inciting the
blacks into possible confrontations with the police. He
went on to state that, "the drugs
that they were going to give to
the blacks were like those used
in mental hospitals."
Though many readers of this
column may feel that Zane
White is "commie huntin" in
the style of Joe McCarthy of old,
he purports to have evidence to
back up his claims . He sees no
real problems out of the ordinary between the students
and the town of Rolla . It must
also be pointed out that he
"would rather talk to the
students than send them to the
penitentiary. "
NOTE: This
article is an editorial interpretation of the interview
conducted with Mr. Zane WhitePhelps County Prosecuting
Attorney , because a tape
recorder was not permitted to
record the interview. All
quotes have been cleared by
Mr. White and boldfaced.
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Letters To The Editor
Mr. Roger Ellis
Editor, Missouri Miner

Dear Roger,
We as two students who have
recently completed classes with
Professor Frank Capek would
like to offer something with
respect to the controversy
raised by you and the Good
Seed.
First, to corroborate the
statements of Dr. Senne: Frank
Capek is a knowledgeable
person, and a communication
problem does exist between
Professor Capek and his
students. We feel the responsibility for the breakdown of
communication rests not with
Professor Capek, but with his
students. Professor Capek is a
shy and reticent person, and the
traditional hostility directed
toward him has only intensified his reluctance to
expose himself to his students.
This is to their distinct disadvantage.
Professor Capek has a fund of
practical knowledge and experience waiting to be tapped
by his students . They have the
opportunity to learn from one
has directed civil
who
engineering works of all types
and magnitudes . To those
who cherish knowledge of this
form,
difficultiesin communication should be easily
surmounted.
Our experience has shown
that he responds well to individuals , but less so to groups
of indifferent, hostile, and often
belligerent students. Therefore,
the solution to the difficulty lies
not in further criticism of

Professor Capek, but in a
greater understanding among
his students of his personal
characteristics and limitations.
In our opinion, those who would
consider themselves
professionals must be tolerant
toward others. As Civil
Engineers-to-be, Professor
Capek's students are not
exempt from this professional
responsibility.
We hope that the issue of the
quality of Professor Capek's
instruction can be resolved in
his classroom by him a nd his
students, and that further
deletorious public discussion
may be discontinued.
Yours very truly,
David N. Torgeson
David R. Wright

There are at least 200 diseases
that, unless treated early, can
produce retardation. This is
especially true of viral diseases
which can easily induce encephalitis. The majority of the
retarded can be educated or
tra ined to occupy jobs which
are fulfilling and dignified. Not
only does vocational training
act as therapy for the retarded,
but a lso benefits society by
increasi ng the number of
qualifed, skilled workers and by
reducing the costs of caring for
the retarded.
But what can a college
student carrying 17 hours per
semester and holding down a
full time job during the summer
do to improve the position of the
men tally retarded? A lot if he
joins YARC (Youth Association
for the Retarded Children) and

Dear Roger,
In our country, which is entering a period of identifying
and solving domestic problems, volunteers at leaxt five hours
it is saddening to learn of a per year working with retarded
minority of people which has children. The volunteer work
not only been discriminated varies from such activities as
against but a lso hidden from or reading aloud to the children,
ignored by the pUblic . This playing games with them, to
group is the mentally retarded. helping in the voacational
workshops. To join YARC one
This treatment has been the must be between the ages of 13
result of myths which surround and 25 and have a desire to help.
the retarded, but the facts
suggest more constructive
If any stuc2nts would like to
means of dealing with them.
There are no boundaries help in this most wrothy cause,
against mental retardation. It please call Rick Whitten at
strikes victims of all ages, 3644037. Your help would be
races, locales, and sexes. Ap- most appreciated.
proximately
six
million
Americans are personally affected by; mental retardation.
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Can Thien Lick Nobody?
In Sigon, President Thieu has
now agreed to step down if he
receives less than half the vote
in the upcoming elections.
Thieu's concession was seen
as a victory for U.S. diplomats
who have striven mightily in
recent weeks to inject some
"suspense and drama" into the
campaign - in order to convince
the world democracy flourishes
in South Vietnam.
The following short-wa ve
broadcast, monitored here ,
would thus surprise no one . It
was believed transmitted by the
American Embassy in Saigon.
Sigon - With the Presidential
elections less than two weeks
away, excitement here is
mounting to a fever pitch.
Nobody is, of course, running
against President Thieu. Experts are predicting an extremey close race.
Thousands turned out today
for the gala opening of the
newly-erected " Nobody for
President" Headquarters of
Whar Dhat street. (cq) It was a
scene of frenzied enthusiasm as
Nobody's partisans cheered for
their cnadidate.
"Who will end corruption?"

cried Nobody's top strategist,
What Pho, Ccq) from the bunting-bedecked rostrum.
"Nobody!" shouted the
crowd.
"Who will lick the enemy?"
yelled What Pho.
"Nobody!" roared the crowd
with growing fevor.
"And who will bring us peace
and prosperity? "
And, oh, how the name of the
challenger echoed to the
heavens I
Nobody, as is customary,
made a brief speech. Nobody
said it would be an honest
election. Nobody said President
Thieu would put the 'good of the
country ahead of his own self
interest.
This evidence of Nobody!",
"Nobody's for me I", and
"No body will be a great
leader! "
A group of plump middleaged matrons, know as
"Nobody's Sweethearts," then
sang the theme song, "Nobody's
Ruvs (cq) Me" and the throng
went wild. Observers agreed
that the campaign thus far had
captured the mood of the
electorate.

At a press conference afterward' the candidate's
manager, Dat Sma Boi, Ccq)
generally referred to as "the
brains behind Nobody," flatly
denied the campaign was being
financed by the U.S. Embassy
in a last-illtch effort to give the
election validity.
"Nobody denies it!" he said
flately.
U.S. officials , meanwhile,
said they were "highly pleased"
by
President
Thieu's
democratic move in allowing
Nobody to run against him.
Moreover , they said , Thieu
had
conferred
complete
freedom of speech on his opponent. "Nobody can criticize
," they quoted him as
promising, "and get away with
it."

Thieu's confidence apparently stemmed from the old
political adage: "You can't beat
somebody with Nobody."
But as an Embassy official
privately told the press here the
other day: "This looks like one
election Nobody can win."
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Rolla - 1984?
Violence continued for the
fourth consecutive day as
ou tbreaks of shooting and
fighting between police and
students raised its toll to thirteen dead and thirty-six
wounded. Negotiations between
University officials, the local
police , campus police and
student leaders continued
unsuccessfully _as the local
police refused the student
demands despite appeals from
government officials.
The fugitive students with
headquartes established in
Parker Hall, released what they
termed the Seven Points. Listed
in their demands were: 1)
Student leader Jeff Carlyle be
released from custody stemming from a marijuana bust 2)
A marijuana bust fund be
established with a student
controlled board to post bond
for studen ts arested for
possession 3) The resignation of
the prosecuting attorney and
magistrate for incompetence
and for blatant violation of
constitutional right 4) A federal
investigation into the Phelp's
county judicial and penal
system be conducted 5) That
students have a voice in the
learni ng of the uni versi ty 6)
That the representives of the
Board of Curators have student
backing (appointment ratified
by student bodies of the four
campuses 7) The resignation of
the chief of campus police.
This gross undertaking has
been blown to proportions

began with severe students
protesting before the chancellors house and before the
Phelp's county courthouse after
the arrest of Student Body
President Jeff Carylyne.
Campus and local police sought
to disrupt the protesting, but
when they met opposition, they
called in the tear gas. Students
retalizted with catcalls and
obscenities when suddenly shots
rang out and two students fell
mortally wounded. Students,
angered and shocked, then
stormed Parker Hall where
they seized the Dean of
Faculties and Personnel as
hostages.
When questioned, police
authorities said that the
protestors
were
known
revolutionaries and that they
had planned on dynamiting the
courthouse.
Of
course
preventive measures were to be
taken to insure the protection of
the communities civil rights.
When further questioned, it was
brought to light that they were
tipped off by a very prominent
and reliable source that these
revolutionaries , trained in
Mexico by Castroities, were
also planning to dump LDS into
the public water works. The
name of the informant was not
revealed so as to protect
himself and his family.
As of this release, police are
now contemplating the storming of the Parker Hall with
loaded weapons if the fugitives
do not surrender. Alas ,

a',
"
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, Think About It ~ ID-~-ar-r-i~-~-lt -~-~-:e-ar-h-a-d-:-t-!-J-U-st-th-e- '-i-eh-:-il-~-~-~e-ed-n-in-g-Of-A-m-e-r-i-c-a"--?--D-ea-r-B-a-l,--------1::::,:;:f'.:'::'::"::~::N~:.::::::.::'.":t::::"'W" I0 'e 0' ,. ~
By Patrick M_lchaels
Just for once put away your
books and sliderules and sit
back and contemplate. Think
about anything you wish and
ask yourself this question. What
am I doing here in Rolla? You
probably cannot come up with
an immediate answer, but don 't
be alarmed. You see very few of
us really understand why we
are here.
Now think back to your
groovy high school days . Great
weren't they? The girls, the
parties, and for many of us ,
good report cards; ah yes, those
were the days. The days when
money never seemed to be the
problem it usually is here. And
think about how little you used
to study for those high school
A's. Remember how easy it was
to get a date for homecoming.
The girls used to beg to get
asked. The odds were all for YOU
back in high school, weren't
they? Ah, but the times they are
changing.
Time to jump back to reality.
You can now start thinking
about Rolla. Think about a
thriving metropolis of 11 ,132,
0960 census), situated in the
north central portion of the
Ozark Highlands , 100 miles
southwest of St. Louis, 200 miles
southeast of Kansas City, home

of Bow Wow Dog food and the
University of Missouri at Rolla ,
just think about it and what
immediately comes to you r
mind? A great engineering
school? No! Beer busts? No!
Books? No! St. Pat's party
weekend? No, but your getting
closer! Cozy Art's? Warmer,
warmer! Girls?! Right on!!
Why think about girls? Answer:
Because down here you can't do
much else with them. And so
you sit and think about girls for
most of your time down here
and what good does it do you?
What good does it do you to
think about grades and money?
What good does it do you to be in
Rolla? The answer to the
preceding questions was
probably the same wasn't it? Oh
well you can't win them all or so
they say but why can't you win
at least some of them.

NOTICE
'l'he Wesley program will
be Wednesday, September
29, with Mr. Prakash U.
Bakhru, speaking on India
at 6 p.m . at the Wesley
House , 403 West Eighth
Street.
..._ _"'"'!~=!'!""_ _ _ _ _...

other day I pursued a criminal
into one of the outlying areas
and got busted for improper
display of the American flag. I
don't get it. All patriotic cops
have flags sewn on their
shoulders.
A Patriotic Cop in K. C.
Dear Cop,

0 'J. 0 (

Dear Bewildered,
NO!
Dear Balthazar,
I have been reading your
column for the past three weeks
and I just can 't get over the
cleaver letters written to you.
But your answers are even
better. Your column has really
got
soul!
Rufus Bubba

One of the counties in the
Kansas City vacinity has
Bubba,
recently passed a law which Dear
Thanks , but the two have
makes it a violation to display
the American flag as part of more sole than soul!
your clothing. However , I
Dear Bal ,
understand that it is still legal to
I just thought that I would
have your tattered flag flapping
drop you a line and let your
from your radio antenna.
readers know that I have
Dear Balthazar,
I understand that there is to decided not to run for the
be a Rap Session on September governorship of Missouri. It
28 at 3:30 p.m. in the Student was with a heavy heart that I
Union Ballroom. What is this? had to make this decision.
Richard Ikorord
Meryle Baker
Dear Meryle,
These Rap Sessions are held Dear Dick
throughou t the year by the What a relief!
Student Union Board. They give
all of the students a chance to Dear Bal,
What's the scoop on Vic
ask
questions or voice
grievances directly to ad- Cusamanb?
Outstanding Teacher
ministrators and faculty. If you
Boosters Club of UMR
have a question, why not come
and ask the Chancellor.
Dear O.T.B.C.U .,
Dear Bal,
Read What's the Scoop in this
Is it true that Professor Frank
;Tippitt was a contributor to paper.

I heard that some dude is
going to put a motion up in the
State legislature that will
outlaw the sale of "papers " in
Missouri. What's up ?
Herbert
Ead

Dear Ead,
I have heard the same rumor.
I guess everyone will have to
roll their own using the daily
rag. OOPS. Better use a better
grade such as the "MINER" or
you may get lung cancer.

Dear Balthazar,
What were the results of the
KMSM Turtles Urinalysis?
Zane Grey
Dear Z. G.,
I understand that Beta Sigs'
Jack Hoff really got hit by the
KMSM Turtle.
Dear Bal,
What is a frat rat?
Gerald
Dennis
Dear GDI,
Ibbs
A large species of the mouse
family which sometimes
inhabits the commissary of
fraternity residences.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

What's The Scoop?

By Charles Laderoute

The Cusumano Case
This past Spring there was
much attention aroused by the
actions between the UMR administration and Mr. Vic
Cusumano. As school came to a
close. the issues involved didn 't.
This column will be devoted to
the Cusumano issue in the
coming weeks. with this weeks
article
highlighting
the
development of the problem and
wha t has taken place up to the
beginning of school this fall.
Mr. Vic Cusumano received
his B.S. in 1964 and his MS. in
1967; both from UMR. In the
past 5 years he has received the
Out s tanding Teacher of the
Year Award for 4 of those years.
He has also been acclaimed
Advisor of the Yea r this past
school year for his efforts with
Tau Beta Pi.
It would appear that Mr.
Cusumano has the definite
qualities of a good college
teacher (at least his students
think so); facits which are
lacking these days by many
instructors . Student opinion
may not be the best indication of
a good teacher, but as noted by
Vice-Presidents (University of
Missouri sytem ) Unklesbay and
Nagel at Columbia on April 8,
1971. evaluation of faculty
members should "i nvolv e
student opinion as well as
judgement of their peers and
administrators ." Nuff said.
The practice of the university
has been to give a new faulty
member
a
seven
year
probationary period as an instructor. At the end of this time
the person is generally
promoted
to
Assistant
Progessor on a continuous
appo intment. However, he may
be retained as a n instructor on a
continuous basis or may be
given a terminal contract if his
work does not show the proper
merit.
During his probationary
period Mr Cus um ano has
completed his M.S. and has also
contributed to a major portion
of his doctorate degree. So,
what is the problem ? The
problem is many-faced and
sometimes looks like lip service. Under present po.licies the
adm inistration is not promoting
and faculty member who has
not acquired a doctorate. (A few
exceptions have been made as
one may note by looking in the
back of a UMR General Catalog
under the li st of Faculty an d
Administration , noting dates
that persons were promoted to
their present position and
degrees they gave. ) Also under
the present policies, a faculty
member can not get a leave of
absence unless he has tenure;
which a faculty member may
not get unl ess he is on a con-

tinuous basis. Thus, for Mr.
Cusumano to get Doctorate, he
would need a leave of absence
(s ince th e Doctorate in
Engineering Mechanics is not
given at UMR). But to get a
lea ve of a bsence he needs
Tenure and to get Tenure he has
to have a Doctorate' Sounds
preposorous? It's tru~
Given Choice.
And so, on March 3-1, Mr.
Cusumano was given the choice
of receiving a terminal appointment or taking the .
alternative of teaching at a drop
in salary and onl y teaching %
time. In Mr. Cusumano's noneresponse to Dean Johnson 's
offer the previous alternative
was give n in a letter dated
April 14 , 1971. This is the
present position of Mr.
Cusumano; a terminal appointment which ends after the
summer session of 1972.
A number of interesting
points hav e not as yet been
brough out. Fir~t, the policy of
the university is to not allow a
faculty member to be promoted
to a continuous basis position
unless he has ea rned his
doctorate because in the past it
often tim es lead to a complacent attitude by the person
given the Tenure. Dean Johnson
has stated that "if waived
tenure, we ha ve frequently
found that the individual does
not go ahead and complete work
necessary to make him
potentially the best individual
for the job in the future." It
seems that with 27 hours toward
his doctorate and an earnest
interest in students, Mr.
Cusumano is actively showing
his good fai th toward making
himself one of the " best individuals for the job."
Another point to emphasize is
that Mr. Cusumano desires a
continuous appointment so that
he may start accum ul ating
Tenure As noted before a leave
of absence can not be gr anted
unless one has Tenure. If Mr.
Cusumano was allowed a leave
of absence he would complete
his doctora te in order to meet
the policies of the university.
What Mr. Cusumano desire is
an appointment on a continuous
basis as an instructor (not
Assistant Proffesor) so that he
may gain the right 0\ a leave of
absence . However, the policies
seem to be piled against him for
one reason or another ( It seems
doubtful that it cou ld be his
ability to teach).
STUDENT SUPPORT
Though Mr. Cusumano seems
to have the a bili ty to teach
effectively , as shown by his
reception of the Teacher of the
year Award 4 times, students

also showed their support for
him in another way this past
spir ing. During Maya number
of s tud ents started passing
around a petition to be signed by
those who were in favor of
retaining Mr. Cusumano as an
instructor. The results were
that over 1,700 students signed
the statement in favor of him.
(It seems doubtful that any
other faculty member at UMR
co uld recei ve the backing of
one-third of the student body.)
The petitions were presented to
Assistant Dean of Engineering
Atchley who passed them on to
Chancellor Baker. The results
of the student opinion proved to
no avail. Perhaps there is a bit
of lip service by the University
of Missouri administrators in
reference to student input in
faculty evaluation!
It is also interesting to note
that in the booklet of the MSM
Alumni Association meeting of
May 22, 1971, the place where
the Faculty Awards were
handed out, the recipients of the
Outstading Teacher of the Year
Award were listed on the last
page. The previous page listed
those who had been awarded
Honorary and Professional
degrees. It se(;!ms that good
teaching ranks last with the
alumni association.
Though all this may seem
absurd a final note is in order.
Even if Mr. Cusumano was
given a continuous basis
position and gained Tenure and
was given a leave of absence
and got his doctorate , there is
still no guarantee that he would
be allowed to come back and
resume his teaching a UMR!
More next week.
NOTE: For those who would
like to read all of the articles
that I' have taken excerpts from
chec k past issues of the
Missouri Miner: April 21, 1971;
May 5, 1971; May 12, 1971.

NOTICE

RE MED IAL
MI\11t

. Dean
Aaron
the f\
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knickl
Rolla

-Job Interviews
Naval Weapons Center
Chase National Life Insurance
Universal Oil Products Company
American Oil Company
Mare Island Naval Shipyard
Missouri Division of Public Health
Detroit Edison Company
Stanley Consultants, Inc.
Northern Natural Gas Company
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation
General Mills, Inc.
Northern Illinois Gas Company
Atlantic Richfield Company
Consumers Power Company
Chevron Oil Company-Geophysical Division
Continental Oil Company
B. F. Goodrich Company
City of Kansas City
Brown and Root
Mobil Oil Company
Farmland Industries
Memphis Light, Gas & Water
Wagner Electric
Missouri Public Service
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Union Electric Company
Bell Systems
Diamond Shamrock Corpora tion
~~reD

T-SHIRTS
REFERENCE AND OUTLINES
JOHN ROBERTS RINGS

CAMPUS

BOOK STORE

Next Week
.
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UMR

BLUE KEY SMOKER,
SUNDA Y OCTOBER 3RD
6:30 P.M. PICK APPLICANTIONS
AT
STUDENT
UNION
CANDY COUNTER.

Missouri Miner
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October 4
October 5
October 5
October 5
October 5
October 5
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October 5
October 6, 7
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NOTICE

Watch For The New Look Of The

•
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Marathon Oil Company-Product DIVISIOn
Owens-Illinois
Pfizer, Inc.
Cities Service (Copperhill )
Automatic Electric
Federal Highway Administration
Hallmark Cards Incorporated
Kansas City Power and Light
Charmin Paper Company
General Tellephone of Illinois
LTV Aerosgace

Theta Tau Professional
Engineering Fraternity is
currently accepting applications for fall 1971.
Application forms may be
obtained
from
your
organization's President
or the Theta Tau mail box
at the student union candy
counter.
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And Another Thing
By Kent Yoest

The Job Market: Chances For Placemeht

Dean Emeritus of the School
Engineering
Aaron J. Miles holds the 30-year medal (left) and
the recent IOO-year medallion. The 30-year
medal was found recently in a box of
knickknacks by Mrs. Ben Matthews (wife of a
Rolla Policeman) who gave it to Dean Miles.
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THE
ENVIRONMENT
It is with a special agony that
people who love the outdoors
see it die a little each year. The
w;~derness areas, streams, and
forests die because not enough
people care enough to save
them.
Missouri ' s professional
nonpartisan Conservation
Department has struggled for
years to provide for the needs of
all citizens. Almost solely
supported by hunting and
fishing fees, it has mainly
restricted itself to the needs of
hunters and fishermen .
No state agency has been
directly responsible for people
who like to float Missouri's wild
rivers. No state agency has
been working to preserve
Missouri 's colorful river bottom
lands, its wild prairies, its bogs
and swamps . No comprehensive studies have been
made of Missouri's record of
national leadership in the field

of conservation. No comprehensive studies have been
made of Missouri's varied ecosystems.
The Missouri Conservation
Department, with its record of
national leadership in the field
of conservation, is eager to take
on these responsibilities .
However, dependable, non poli tical, source of money is
needed to begin these long term
projects.
Several studies have indica ted tha t a tax on soft drinks
is the fairest, most practical,
source of revenue. A large
statewide committee of concerned citizens has been formed
to help publicize the proposed
new conservation program.
Requiring a constitutional
amendment, this program is
being brought before the people
by means of a initiative

scheduled dates lor the sprIng.
The administration is attempting to paint a rosy picture
of the job market. On the
September 25 ai rin g of
"Missouri Forum " on KOMU
television
in
Columbia,
Chancellor Baker made the
claim that 98 percent of last
year's graduates were placed.
According to actua l figures
supplied by the Placement
Office, at graduation of the fall
semester last year , only 80
percent of those students who
had souglit jobs through the
Placement Office were employed. By February, that
figure had grown to about 95
percent.
. The spring graduates ran into
much more difficulty. At
graduation, only 75 percent
were placed. By mid-July , 10
percent were still searching.
Though there is no way to make
any type of accurate estimate
the Placement Office states,
that as of now , "most all have
been placed."
It may be true that 98 percent
of . the class was eventually
placed , but there is no known
proof of it, and the last accurate
figure left 10 percent unem.llloyed.
The seniors need "straight
talk" about their chances of
finding employment. Though a
detailed report of the results of
last year's placement activities
has ·been made, the Placement

Office has not wished to make'
the entire contents of that
report known to the Miner, or to
anyone else in the student
body. Only the aforementioned
figures were released to this
reporter , lea vi ng the impression that someone does not
want the whole job market story
known.
What are the seniors to do?
The Placement Office insists
that there are jobs available,
but it is going to take a large
amount of work on the part of
the individual to find one. It is
suggested that each senior
begin preparing letters and
resumes for companies in which
they are interested, and to do so
immediately.
An option to the university 's
placement
service
ha s
emerged, in the form of Pace,
Inc., a private employment
service which will begin serving
UMR in the near future. But as
yet , little is known of this
organization or how it operates.
It can be assumed that
anyone obtaining assistance
through Pace will of course be
charged for the service .
Whether or not this new firm
will be able to guarantee employment, and if the senior will
be able to get the guidance and
the job he desires , seems as
much a mystery to the grad as
is the Placement Center's
report.

(Continued Page 8)

Burch To Speak On Pollution
--Elza
Burch , corporate manager of
pre para tion, Island Creek Coal
Co., will speak at the University
of Missouri-Rolla mineral
engineering environmental
seminar at 4 p.m. Wednesday
(September 29) in Mining 107.
He will discuss "Water and
Air Pollution Control in Island
Creek's Coal Preparation

Despite the optimistic claIms
of many faculty and administrative personel on the
outlook for the graduating
senior job market, facts are
indicating that many students are going to enco unter difficulties in being placed.
According to the UMR
Placement Office, the state of
the economy coupled with the
university 's school calendar is
causing a scarsity of openings.
This will be responsible for
many seniors finding themselves jobless upon- graduation.
Companies will be interviewing less this year. At
present, about 20 percent of
those firms who had scheduled
interviews on campus, have
cancelled. It is expected that as
many as one third of ' the interviewers will cancel before
the semester ends. This
compairs with a cancellation
last year of only 20 percent for
the enitre semester.
Even without cancellations,
the number of employer visits
to the campus and the number
of interviews given has been
decreasing over the last few
years. In 1969-70, there were 767
visits, with 12 ,167 interviews
given. Last year, 10,154 were
interviewed in 466 visits. With
the large number of cancellations, it seems the figures
will again decrease, even
though the companies who are
cancelling the fall interview
dates are retaining their

Plants. " The public is invited.
This seminar is part of a
series on env ironm ental
protection in the mineral industries sponsored by the
department
of
mining,
petroleum and geological
engineering and supported by
the
U.S.
Environmental
Protection Agency.

positive

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out
Michelob & Bottle Beer
Pizza
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla

VOLKSWAGEN
AUTHORIZED
Sales and Service

BILL SOWERS MOTORS
PHONE 364-5178

HWY . 66 EAST IN NORTHWYE

Special Financing for Graduatin.g Seniors

• ANHEU SER· BU SCH . INC . • ST. LOUI S

The first malt liquor good enough
to be called BUDWEISER~
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\1
Job Hunting Tips ~y oung Republicans
Meet Tomorrow!\'
2

The one most critical factor in job hunting success is planning
a nd completion of a good personal interview. There are many
different factors involved in finding the right job after graduation.
Letters. resumes, previous experience, scholastic standing, and
technical ability will all playa part in the job negotiation process .
However. the impression you create in your first personal contact
during the camous interview wiIl, more than any other single
fac tor . determine a continued active interest on the part of the
pot~ ntial
employer .
UMR graduates have always enjoyed better-than-average
;uccess in their ability to find the right jobs after graduatIOn . This
:Jast success is not due to better teaching or better placement
;ervices, but has come about through superior effort on the part of
eaach individual graduate. If this record of job success is to continue. it is important for each 1971-72 graduate to exert his or her
best efforts in planning and implementing a good Job hunting
campaign.
.
Your opportunity for personal contacts through campus interviews will be greatly limited this year due to the continued tight
job market. It is , therefore, most important to make each interview
oppportunity as effective as possible. We hope that the following
suggestions wiII helD :
1. BE PREPARED. Your decision to interview a specific
employer should be the result of careful scre~ning and personal
research. Get all possible information about this employer before
yo u
interview .
2. HAVE A DEFINITE TYPE OF WORK TO DISCUSS. No
employer representative wiII show much interest in a candidate
who says " I want a job" or ''I'll take any available opening". You
may not be entirely positive in your own mind regarding your
career goals, but giving the impression of knowing what you want
during the interview is the first step in attracting favorable attention from the recruiter. Remember that you do have the nght to
change your goa ls and interests as you become more familiar with
the job market.
_
3. MAINTAIN THE PROPER ATTITUDE AS A JOB APPLICANT . Always keep uppermost in your mind the fact that it is
up to you , as a job applica nt, to properly present your qualifications
to the prospective employer. Don't fall into the trap of displaYing a
"show me ' what you have to offer" attitude, even though there
might be a shortage of graduates in your particular field of interest.
4. REMEMBER THE BASIC PURPOSE OF THE CAMPUS JOB
INTERVIEW. It is a screening interview, both for you and the
employer. By a mutual exchange of information both sides
determine further interest in discussing employment. Be sure you
know what more details you seek to establish lasting interest in
the employer 's opportunities. Also try to anticipate what further
information is needed about you to gain favorable employer interest.
5. WHAT DOES THE EMPLOYER WANT FROM ME DURING
THE INTERVIEW? Remember that your interview data sheet
contains much oersonal information about you. What the recruiter
wants now is a look at your personality, the traits that mark you as
an individual. Therefore , you should be prepared to discuss your
goals, interests, hobbies , family background, work experience,
campus activities, etc. This discussIOn usually comes early m the
campus interview, so that the recruiter can make a decIsIOn
regarding your suitability for further negotiations. That decision,
plaus the degree of your interest in him and his ~rganization, will
determine what happens during the balance of the mtervlew.
6. KNOW IN ADVANCE WHAT QUESTIONS YOU WILL ASK
DURlING THE INTERVIEW. If you have "done your homework "
on this employer before the initial interview, as suggested in Item
Number 1, it is sure to be obvious in the questions you pose and the
discussions you initiate during your part of the job interview. A
display of genuine and sincere interest on your part is the most
important factor in buillding favorable reciprocal interest from the
employer.
7. AVOID '''SNOW JOB " TACTICS. Don't try to sweep the
recruiter off his feet with a grand display of superioroity, or a false
front. Most experienced recruiters can easily detect such action ,
and will usually terminate the ineterview in a hurry when they
encounter this type of an individual. The familiar advice "Honesty
is the best policy'" certainly applies to all campus job intdrviews.
8. USE A POSITIVE APPROACH IN PRESENTING YOUR
QUALIFICATIONS . Pick out one or two superior points from your
special interests that you feel wilfbe particularly attractive' to this
employer. By subtly emphasizing these in your dicussion , you can
use a positive approach without being quilty of the "'snow job'"
tactics
described
above .
9. DON 'T WORRY ABOUT NERVOUSNESS BEFORE OR
DURING THE INTERVIEW. This is a common occurence which
most recruiters expect to encounter, particuiariy in students
without prevIOus interview expenence. 1\ gooa company interviewer will, in breaking the ice at the start, make every effort to
put you at ease and establish good rapport. Remember that It IS hiS
responsibility and his prerogative to control the entire interview
from start to finish.
10. KNOW THAT THE_' NEXT STEP WILL BE , WHO WILL
TAKE IT , AND WHEN , BEFORE LEAVING THE INTERVIEW.
Your intervie'w will terminate in one of four ways: (a .) I~mectiate
offer of employment. (Possible, but not likely) (b.) Invitation for
facilities visit. (Possible if you have aroused sufficient interest.)
(c.) Agreement for later contact on basis of further check or
submission of additional information. (Most likely to happen) (d.)
Flat statement of no further interest in you. (This happens
occasionally.) Be sure you know where you stand, and 'who will
take the next step before you leave . If the employer agrees to notify
you later, determine how long it will take and where in the employer's organization the advice will come from. Then, if it is
necessary for you to follow-up later, you will know ·where to address your inquiry .

II-

~

The College Republicans will
hold its first meeting of the year
tomorrow , September 30 at 7:00
p .m., room 218 of the Student
Union. The C.Y.R.'s are the
only political group recognized
on campus. Over the coming
year the club plans to campaign
for local Republican candidates
both on the state and local level.
Also the club plans to invite
candidates running for election
and elected officials to speak

Fraternities
Announce New
Initiates
The Alpha Omega chapter of
Sigma Tau Gamma is proud
and happy to announce the
initiation of two new brothers .
They are Richard Kopp from
Fenton, Mo. , and Robert
Stanley from Clio, Iowa. They
pledged during the spring of
1971 , with Rich majoring in
Mechanical Engr. and Bob in
Civil. A dinner was held in their
honor after the forma l initiation
September 2, and the faculty
advisor Prof. Richard H. Kerr
attended it and gave a most
inspirational
talk .
The
initiations brought their tota l
house membership up to 59
men.
The brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi Fraternity are happy to
announce the initiation of four
new members into their
brotherhood. The iniates were
Bruce Baker from Webb City,
Mo., Charlie Koch from St.
Louis, Mo., Keith Nolde from St.
Louis , Mo., and Bob Yoder from
St. Louis, Mo. The initiation
ceremonies took place the
weekend of the 17th, followed by
church services at the First
Methodist Church.
The members of Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity take great
pleasure in announcing the
initiation of five new members
to its chapter. They are John
Hohenberger, a petroleum
major from St. Louis , Elmer
Schneider, an ME . major from
St. Peters , Mo., Bruce Lurtz, a
Civil major from O'Fallon, Mo.,
Phillip Weddle and Michael
Morell, both Civil majors from
St. Louis, Mo. and Matoon, III.
respectively.
Finally, the brothers of the
Beta Chi chapter of the Kappa
Sigma Fraternity take great
pride in announcing the
initiation of J ack Costello into
their brotherhood. Jack, an ME
major and a 1970 graduate of St.
Louis U. High from Glendale,
Mo., was formally initiated
Monday night, September 13th.
:.:.:::::::;:::::::::.:;:::::.:::.:.:.:.'

ENVIRNOMENT

referendum petition . More than
150,000 sig'natur es will be
required.
If the proposed amendment is
successful, more than tw enty
million dollars will be made
available for a wide variety of
recreational and educational
programs
benefiting
all
citizens.
Citizens United to Restore the
Environment will have a table
on campus this fall with a copy
of the petition for all interested
people to sign. Anyone interested in more infoormation
about this amendment can call
Al Visintainer at 364-8602.

before the club at their meeting . legislation just as the elected
In the spring of the year the Missouri General Assembly .
club will send representatives
Since the C.Y.R.'s are the
to the Missouri intercollegiate
student legislature at Jefferson only political organization on
City, Missouri. This meeting is campus, all meetings and
unique in that it involves young especially those with guest
republicans
and
young speakers are open to any
democrats enrolled in college student to attend. Anyone inmeeting as senators and terested in joining, can either
representatives in a mock attend the meeting September
Missouri general assembly. 30 or contact Bill Beck at 364They meet, work, and pass 4023.

PARTY AT WILDWOOD!
• Canoe Float Trips
• Whole Hog BBO's
Arranged To Suit Your Needs

Wildwood Family Campground
OEVll'S ELBOW

PHONE 336-3818
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THOMAS JEFFERSON
RESIDENCE HALL
"The Place To Be"
T. J. Residents Enjoy
The spacious living room with color TV
Lounges with TVs on all floors
Friendly cafeteria with fine foods
Billard and recreational rooms
Swimming pool
Complete Air Conditioning
Weekly maid & linen service
Competing in all intramural sports
"AN EXPERIENCE IN COEDUCATIONAL LIVING"

THOMAS JEFFERSON
RESIDENCE HALL
202 W. 10th St.
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Lambda Sig Takes

~NER SPORTS

Early Lead In
Girl's Intramurals

RICK REMLEY, SPORTS EDITOR

Joshua Plunges For Two TD's

Big Plays, ·Mistakes Sink Miners
The Miners season record leaving a clutch third and five
dipped to 0-2 as they dropped situation. Kubiak gained just 1
their home opener to the yard and it was fourth and four .
Vikings of Missouri Valley by a John' Key came in to attempt a
score of 27-21. The contest was a field goal, but a delay of the
see-saw affair decided only in game penalty set the ball back
the last two minutes as quar- to the 23 yard line. Godwin went
terback-safety Bruce Ayers back to pass , and had Steve
intercepted an ill-advised McVeigh open for the first
Godwin pass to allow the Vikes down but was downed by a
to run out the clock.
powerlul rush before he could
The clinching touchdown was release the ball.
set up on an 86 yard kickoff
The Vikings took the ball and
return by Tony Chandler, which drove 85 yards for their score.
gave the Vikings a first and ten The big play in the drive was a
on the Miner eleven. The Golden 29 yard draw to Hamill, when
Hode, in their most sensational the Golden Horde had the Mo
stand of the game held eight Val offense bottled up third ana
times from inside the ten yard 15 on the Rolla 47.
hoe before finally giving up
On the next play, Ayars
what proved to be the deciding tossed a 42 yard bomb to
score. The touchdown came on Roskelly , setting up a first and
a one yard touchdown pass from goal from the five . Chandler
Balazik to clutch receiver Jim scored three plays later.
Roskelly.
Roskelly
bea t
The score at halftime was 4-7
halfback Kim Coleter on a down
and out pattern on t.he fourth in favor of Missouri Valley.
The Miners opened the second
down play.
The first half saw the Mo Val half in the air, throwing 20
squad enjoy a wide edge in play times, as compared to only 5 in
as they totaled 213 offensive the first half. An intercepted
yards to the Miners 137. The pass stalled a Miner drive off
Miners tried to grind out the the opening kickoff.
The Vikings launched a 62
yardage, using their big running back primarily inside the yard scoring sortie with about 7
tackles. When forced to the air, minutes left in the third
they favored the short swing quarter. The drive was kept
pass to the back . Godwin alive by three clutch third down
completed 2 of 5, one an eight plays. Hamill caught a 13 yard
yarder to Mike Joshua , who pass on third and two from the
may have won a starting bert as Valley 46, then in one of the big
he cracked over from two of the plays of the game Ayars tossed
three Miner TD's .
a 26 yard pass to Roskelly to get
The Miners lone first half TD out of a third and twelve hole.
came after an 80 yard drive on Roskelly caught another 26
11 plays, including 37 yards and yarder on third and 28 to set up
the scoring play by Joshua .
the TD Balazik to Roskelly for 5
The Vikings scored twice in yards. The score came on a
the first half, once on a 34 yard down and out over No 32, Kim
reverse to Roskelley, who raced Colter with 51 seconds left in the
around the left side of the quarter.
confused Miner defense for the
The Miners came back with a
score.
The reverse was the 74 yard drive in which Godwin
culmination of a drive begun on completed three of three. After
their own 20 yard line, which a pass interference call set up a
took only seven plays, including first and goal , Joshua scored
an 18 yard gallop by Larry from the four.
On the ensuing kickoff ,
Henderson.
The other Viking touchdown Chandler romped for 86 yards,
came early in the second setting up the winning TD, after
quarter, immedia tely after the the Golden Horde nine play goal
Miners squandered their best line stand.
The Miners, down 27-14,
scoring chance of the night. The
Miners had a second and two on battled back with another score,
the Vikes ' 16, but 'came away Godwin to Sommerville to make
empty-handed. Kubiak lost 3 it 27-21. The seven yard pass
yards on the second down play , play came with 6:18 left.

The defense held for three
plays , and forced a punt with
4:26 left. The offense began a
desperation drive from the!r
own 32. Sparked by two Godwin
and Sommerville p.a sses of 14
and 15 yards, the Miners ~ad a
second and two from the VIking
27. Godwin rolled rIght , and
tossed back across the fIeld to
Tim Holcer. Bruce Ayers

Lambda Sigma
2. Thomas Jefferson
3. Wesley
4. Rolla 1
5. WRHA
1.

Martin Weekley (83) leads the blocking as Miner
fullback Steve Kubiach (23) sweeps the left end.

36.00
30.00
10.00
5.00
3.00

Miners Host Culver-Stockton;
Both Teams Look For First Win
This Saturday the Miners will The Culver-Stockton speed has
attempt to improve their 0-2 been hampered by rainy conrecord as they host the Culver- ditions in the first games of the
Stockton College Wildcats.
season.
Culver-Stockton is located in
In the defensive line, the
Canton, Missouri and has an Wildcats lack depth and exenrollment of only 700. Even perience. The Culver-Stockton
with this small student body, coaching staff has attempted to
the Wildcats have built up a bolster the defense with junior
transfers
and
reputation for good football . college
Coach Jack McBride has sophomores. The defensive line
compled a 23-12-6 record in his averages only 207, but McBride
years
at
Culver- again hopes Quickness will helD
four
Stockton. Last season the make up for the weight adWildcats ended the year at 6-3 vantage the Miners will have
and finished behind Missouri Saturday.
The lack of depth in the
Valley in the MCAU conference
Wildcat ranks can be shown by
race.
Coach McBride has lost only the fact that two men play both
10 lettermen from last year's offense and defense . Senior
squad and has 21 lettermen Millard Bondurant gets in on
returning . There are, however, the aerial action on both sides of
several key positions which are scrimmage. Bondurant doubles
being filled by relatively as a flanker back and defensive
inexperienced freshmen and halfback . Junior Darrell Bodie
from Gary, Indiana, plays
sophomores.
The Wildcats have returning tackle on both Wildcat Platoons.
The Wildcats opened their
lettermen at every offensive
position except split end. Bill season on September 4 when
Exham , an all-MCAU selection they lost to Northern Iowa
last year at split end, injured his College 12-7. They came back
knee in pre-season scrimmage the next week and ended up on
and will not see action this
Saturday.
The interior of the Wildcat
line averages 223 pounds . Coach
McBride thinks his line is quick
enough to overcome the weight
disadvantage with the Miners.

ABORTION,
QUESTIONS •
For Information and
Referral Assistance Call

Running back Les Clark, last year's leading
ground gainer is brought down from behind by
DHB Stanley Jones.

stepped in front of Holcer , for
an interceptIOn and a 14 yard
runback. It appeared that
Godwin could have run for the
fIrst do.wn, and perhaps a
substantIal gain, as there was
2:08 left In the gam~ , but. he
tossed the interce ptIOn whIch
prove~ t~e en? of the game, as
the VIkings Just ran out the
clock.

Lambda Sigma has jumped to
an early lead in the girls intramural race. Lambda Sig has
taken first place in all three of
the sports the girls have participated in thus far.
In badminton doubles , Sue
Jaggi and Winnette Mason took
first place. In the singles
competition, Magge Corrigan of
T.J. took top honors , followed
by Gayle Druand of Lambda
Sig.
.
Lambda Sigma also took the
top two positions in the singles
tennis tourney. Sue Jaggi
defeated teammate Linda
Willard for the championship.
Although the enthusiasm for
the golf competition was a bit on
the weak side, Coach Van
Nostrand went ahead and
recognized Laura Davenport
and Cheri Hardwick of Lambda
Sig as the winners. The only
other team to enter the compeition was T.J., represented by
Doe Ann Crocker and Debbie
Roubidoux.
Total point standings including tennis , badminton, and
golf are as follows:

the short end of a long-time
rivalry with Central Methodist
8-7.
The poor field conditions in
both games hurt the Wildcat
offensive attack. They have not
been able to employ their
quickness and have simply been
out-muscled on the slippery
footing. In the Iowa game, the
Wildcats were able to hold their
opponents to only 48 offensive
plays and six first downs.
The Wildcat defense did an
excellent job in the Central
Methodist
game.
They
recovered four fumbles and
intercepted four
passes .
Linebacker Rich Faix intercepted a pass and rambled
over the goal for the Wildcats'
only score .
There has only been one other
meeting between CulverStockton and VMR. That was
back in 1955 when the Miners 01
MSM downed the Wildcats 44-7.
If the Miners begin to play
consistent football , they should
have little trouble in keep ing a
clean slate with the Wildcats.

se
a

POSTERS - Regular & Blacklight
INCENSE & INCENSE LAMPS

ABORTION INFORMATION
CENTER, INC.

JEWELRY & DECALS

(2 01) 868 -3745
868 -374 6

CANDLES - PATCHES
CARDS

9:00 A.M. to 7;00 P.M .
Monday 10 Saturday

1005 PINE
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Football leagues Shaping Up;
Eight Teams Still Undefeated

Mural Roundup
By Pete Pixum

Intramural Football is going
into its fourth week with leaders
in each league immerging. Sig
Pi and Lambda Chi have to find
somebody to beat TEKE if they
are going to make a bid for the
championship. A. Phi A. and
Kappa Sig do battle this to
decide the leader in their
division. Phi Kap and Pi K.A.
are both undefeated, but Phi
Kap has won four times and Pi
KA. only twice. Delta Sig has a
slim lead over Sig Nu and Sig
Tau in a tight contest. Inclement weather postponed all
of Monday night's games.
Tuesday Alpha Phi won their
third straight game by
Defeating Engineers, 33-0. Gary
Thurman ran a punt back 70yards and threw a TD pass to
Robert Morrison. On another 70yard play, Sam Brown scored
on an end-around for A. P. A.
Engine Club is 0-3. A. E. Pi
edged Liahona, 13-7 on a 50-yard
touchdown pass from Barry
Bergman to Gary Beitch. A
short run by Dave Rushing
wrapped it up for A. E. Pi. The
win makes A. E. Pi 2-0, while
Liahona has lost both their
games. Prospectors won their
first game of the year by
defeating Kappa Alpha, 19-13.
Doug Campbell thn~w two TD

will be up at the office Thursday
to personally autograph these
treasured mementos , and plug
my new pamphlet, "Saga of a
Soggy Soothsayer; How I Rode
My 1932 Olivetti Underwood to
Fame and Fortune in Just a
Few Short Years."
. This week's Game of the
Week , und efeated TEKE vs.
Delta Tau , in th e game that
could clinch the league title for
TEKE . TEKE must stop Delt, \
Tau 's scrambling QB. We think
they will. TEKE over the Delts.
Things to look for: Women's
Mural Predictions, Basketball
picks, four-leaf clovers and
Zane's redneck apparati. '
PETE

Overheard at a Cottey mixer:
"Well, experience is the best
teacher. " Pete found the old
adage to be quite correct in
another context, as 87.5 percent
of my predictions were correct.
in my second week of
forecasting . That first week' of
"experience" certainly helped.
The overall average now stands
at 69 percent. If you can't break
80 percent, I guess 69 is the
second best choice. (Note:
Nothing about 69 being best
second choice was overheard at
any mixer.)
In response to numerous
requests (my mother 's) a
picture of Pete, minus my
famous "pistol" will appear in
living black and white in this
week's Miner. Keep those cards
and letters trickling in, fans!
Pete and his pet boy, Clyde,

Wednesday night
TJ over Engme
KA over Theta Xi
TEKE over Mates
5gers over Shamrock
Thursday night
Phi Kap over Pikers
Lambda Chi over Campus
Kappa Sig over A. Phi A
Sig Pi over Beta Sig
Friday Night
Acacia over Engine
TEKE over Delta Tau
Monday night
KA over Theta Chi
Triangle over MRHA
Delta Sig over Sig NU
Lambda Chi over Sig Pi
Tuesday night
Kappa Sig over Shamrock
Phi Kap over Tech Club
Sig Tau over Sig Ep
Pi Kappa Phi over Liahona

passes: A 40-yarder to Brian
Carmier and a 20-yarder to Ron
Parker. A 5-yard sweep by
Ralph Drews rounded out
Prospector's scoring. K.A. is
now 0-3. Wesley beat Pi Kappa
Phi, 20-13.
Wednesday TEKE won their
third consecutive game in a
close one over Beta Sig, 21-13.
Three short passes from Randy
Lang Accounted for TEKE's
scoring. Lang and Tim Spiek
connected for 15 yards and
Dennis Mier nabbed one for the
second score. Another pass late
in the game to Mier clinched the
win. Beta Sig's record is now 1l.

Pi K.A. continued their
winning ways by defeating
Kappa Alpha, 21-19 . Scoring
passes from Dennis Miera to
Steve Beiderman, Mark Smith,
and Terry Hill gave the Pikers
their second victory. KA. is
now 0-3.
The game of the week was
Sigma Pi's last second win over
Delta Tau Delta, 22-20. A Kent
Vance pass to Mike Jones with
ten seconds remaining gave Sig
Pi their third win against one
loss. A short pass to Ernie Cagle
and a quick pitch to Dave
Larcker scored the other TD's.
A safety proved to be the

winning margin. Delta Tau is
now 1-2. Sigma Tau defeated
Triangle, 6-6 in overtime.
Tech Club recorded their
second win of the season
Thursday by defeating Theta
Chi,35-0. Larry Foster had a
hand in all the scoring as he
threw three TD Passes to Tom
Kiesser and on to Fred Forck.
Foster also scored on a nineyard run on the first play of the
game. Theta Chi is 0-3. Phi
Kappa Theta extended their
winning streak to four games by
defeating Theta Xi, 33-7. Larry
Kruse threw Three TD passes to
Dave Rinas and scored on a
sneak from one yard out. Ron
Bigarri ran two pass interceptions back for Phi Kap.
contention for the league lead
by trouncing Acacia, 61-7. QB
Dave Krueger tossed four
touchdown passes; two to Pat
Knoll and Stewart Scott. Chuck
Ferry and Steve Sherrick each
ran back interceptions for Kap
Sig. Acacia is 1-1. Sigma Nu won
their third game by blanking M.
R.H.A ., 13-0. Finley Peasley
scored on a 25-yard run and he
threw a 35-yard TD pass.to Jack
Greenley. The Dorms are 0-4.
Lambda Chi handed Mates their
fourth loss with a 12-0 victory.
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Football league Standings
League One

League Three

W

L

3
3
2
1
1
0

0

TEKE
Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi
Beta Sig
Delta Tau
Campus C.

Phi Kappa
PiKA.
Tech C.
Theta Xi
Prospectors
Theta Chi

1
1
2
2

W

L

4
2
2
2
1
0

0
0
1
1
2
3
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The Harmon Pro Forecast

A young lass named Mary from Gary
Had looks that were quite ordinary
But boyfriends galore
_
,
Beat a path to her door
Cause out of Schlitz-never was Mary.

Sunday, October 3
28

23
24
31
24
23

21
27
27

24
26
34

Baltimore
Chicago
Dallas
Detroit
Green Bay
Kansas City
Miami
Minnesota
New Orleans
St. Louis
San Diego
San Francisco

New England
Los Angeles
Washington
Atlanto
Cincinnati
Denver
New York Jets
Buffalo
Houston
New York Giants
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

10
20
23
17
20
16
13
6
14
17
24
10

BROYLES'
DISTRIBUTING CO.

Monday, October 4
Oakland

27 Cleveland
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Mizzou Bounces Ruggers;
Rookies WinMuddy Battle

on
in·

Rap.

ead

QB

Our
Pat
huck
each
Kap

•

The UMR rugby team took a
few bad breaks as they dropped
a 16-13 decision to the
University of Missouri here last
Saturday. The game was played
under less than favorable
conditions as it rained for
almost the full duration of the
game.
The first half of play was
almost a standstill as neither
team could move the ball very
well on the slippery field. The
team from Missou though, was
able to score two trys and made
both of their conversions also.
This made the score 12-0 at the
half.
The second half proved to be
more exciting as both teams .
seemed to be able to move the
ball better. Five minutes into
the second half UMR got on the
scoreboard as Jim Weber
scored a try. Terry Miller
kicked the conversion to add
two more points to the Miners
score. This made the score 12~,
Missou. UMR closed the gap
even more when 10 minutes into
~he half Carl Shanke picked up a
fumble and ran 50 Yards for
another UMR score. The conversion was missed and this
made the score 12-10, Missou.
The Miners finally got another
break when with 6 minutes left
in the game Pete Belesha took a
kick on the 50 yard line'and ran
it back to the 30 when! he then
kicked a field goal. This made
the score 13-12 in favor of UMR.
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The game was almost a
stalema te for the rest of its
remaining time. When time for
the game ran out Missou was in
the middle of a play . The
referees blew the whistle to
stop play and most of the
players stopped for the whistle.
There is a rule in rugby though
that the game isn't over until
the ball is dead, so the Missou
player with the ball ran across
the goal line for a try to win the
game for Missou, 16-13.

IHarmon Highlightsl
Only one of the Top Twenty
really stumbled hard last
week ..in a couple of there
games where members of the
select group met head to head,
there had to be a couple of
losers . And we were fortunate .. we called them both.
The Colorado sky-rockets went
blazing back to Boulder and
Auburn is on that Southeast
Conference title track.
So .. our list of the twenty best
reads a little different than it
did seven days ago. Michigan
has taken over as our new
number one team after
humiliating U .C.L.A. last
Saturday. Texas moved into the
Number 2 slot jusCa fraction
ahead of Nebraska while Notre
Dame dropped from first to
fourth after almost stubbing its
collective toes over upsetminded Purdue .

un-ranked and undefeated Duke
runs into Stanford, ra ted 8th.
The Indians have whomped
three
opponents
very
decisively, and they may not
find things quite so easy against
the Blue Devils . However ,
Stanford is still the favorite by
14 points .
The largest winning streak
among the nation 's major
colleges goes on the line
Saturday as Toledo, unbeaten in
26 straight games, takes on Ohio
University in a Mid-American
conference scrap. Villanova
came within three points two
weeks ago. and Ohio U. is no
soft touch . Toledo will win
Number 27 by 11 points.

Flordia State, undefeated and
un-ranked (but close), squares
off against Virginia Tech. The
Seminoles gained considerable
stature with their convincing
win over Kansas last Saturday,
and are favored to ship V.I.P.
by eighteen points.
And our new number 1 team,
Michigan, will be a partner to
the biggest mis-match on the
schedule this . week.' The
Wolverines are favored over
hapless Navy by 56 points.

In the second game of the
afternoon UMR saw better
times as they won by a score 106. The second game was the
Golds game and the teams were
Elite meets Elite again this
made up of mostly the new
week as Alabama, ranked 6th,
players on both teams.
. niceties
with
Another member of our traded
In the first half there was only
"almost-in" group is involved in Mississippi, and 9th-rated
one score as Joe Kappa of UMR
a rivalry that goes back 60 Oklahoma plays Southern
fell on the ball in the end zone to
ranked
16th .
years. The Tar Heels of North California,
score a try. Dan Debolt kicked
Carolina tangle with the North Favorites: the Crimson Tide by
the conversion to make the
In a real toughie for a Carolina State Wolfpack. North 12 points over the Rebels , and
score 6-0. Missou retailiated in mem ber of wha t we call our Carolina has won 40 of those the Sooners by just five points
the second half as they scored a "almost" group (one third ten) , games, and the crystal ball says over the Trojans.
try and made the conversion '.
also. The play in the second
game was fairly good considering most of the players
were new to the game. The last
score of the game came when
l-MICHIGAN
6-AlABAMA
ll-GEORGIA
l6-S0UTH'N CALIF.
Tom Drennen scored the final
2-TEXAS
7-COlORADO
l2-TENNESSEE
17-WASHINGTON
try for UMR. The conversion
3-NEBRASKA
8--STANFORD
l3-0HIO STATE
l8--ARIZONA STATE
was missed to make the final
4-NOTRE DAME
S-OKlAHOMA
l4-PENN STATE
19-MISSISSIPPI
5-AUBURN
la-l.S.U.
l5-ARKANSAS
2a-HOUSTON
score 10~ in favor of UMR.
'fhe rugby teams next game
Saturday, Oct. 2-Major Colleges
Other Games-East
will be October 2 against
Alabama
20
Mississippi
8
Albright
16
Delaware Valley
7
Appalachian
19
Davidson
6
Alfred
20
Union
15
Warrensburg, at Warrensburg.
Arizo na State
29
EI Paso
6
American Interna'al
31
Amherst
7

The Harmon Football Forecast

Members of the UMR Blacks Scramble for a
loose ball. The miners lost the game 16-13.

ORGANIZATIONS AND CLUBS

SEE US FOR
OUR SPECIAL
PRICES

Arkan sas
Auburn
u * Saylor
Boston College
Brigham Young
Cincinnati
Ci tadel
Cclorado
Cornell
Dartmouth
Delaware
Florida State
G30rgia
Georgia ..lech
Harvard
Houston
Iowa State
Kansas
L.S.U.
Louisville
Maryl and
Miami (Ohio)
Michiga n
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
North Carolina
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Okla homa
Pacific
Pennsylvania
Penn State
Princeton
Purdue
Quantico Marines
San Diego State
South Carolina
Southern Illinois
S.M.U.
Stanford
Syracuse
Tennessee
Texas
Texas Tech
Toledo
Tul ane
Tul sa
U .C.L.A.
Utah
Van d erbilt
V.M.I.
Was hin gton
West Virginia
Western Michigan
Wisconsin
Wyomi n g
Yale

31
42
21
22
24
17
23
30
27
41
21
24
37
21
25
30
33
24
30
14
23
24
56
23
20
28
38
30
21
26
26
27
28
15
33
14
22
20
21
27
28
23
34
33
20
24
38
25
21
25
25
20
27
26
23
24
17
26

T .C. U .
Kentucky
Miami, Fla
Richmond
New Mexico
Texas A & M
Eas t Carolina
Kansas State
Rutgers
Holy Cross
Villa nova
V.P.1.
Mississippi State
Clemson
Northeastern
San Jose State
Kent State
Minnesota
Rice
Dayton
Wake Forest
Marshall
Navy
Army
Idaho
Utah State
No. Carolina State
Michigan State
California
Southern California
Santa Barbara
Brown
Air Force
Columbia
Iowa
Xavier
Northern Illi nois
Memphis State
Wichita
New Mexico State
Duke
Indiana
Florida
Oregon
Arizona
011io U
William & Mary
West Texas
Oregon State
Washington State
Virginia
Furman
Illinois
Pittsburgh
Bowling Green
Northwestern
Colorado State
Colgate

12
7
20
6
20
16
14
10
21
6
14
6
7
10
6
0
7
17
13
7
21
7
0
10
7
0
7
7
7
21
13
7
7
13
7
6
13
17
13
10
14
7
7
6
12
13
12
8
15
16
7
6
0
24
17
21
6
7

Other Games-South and Southwest

ON PRINTED SWEATSHIRTS
904 PINE

it will be another Tar Heel
victory , this one by 31 pOints.

KENMARKS

364-3603

Abilene Christian
Arkansas Tec h
Chattanooga
Ea s te rn Kentucky
Elon
Fairmont
Hampden- -Sydney
Harding
Howard Payne
Jack sonville
Lamar Tech
Livin gston
Loui sia na Tec h
Martin
Millsaps
Morehead
Newberry
NE Missouri
NW Louisiana
Ouachita
Presbyterian
Randolph-Macon
Samford
SE Louisiana
SW Louisiana
SW Texas
Southwestern, Tenn.
Tampa
Texas A & I
West Liberty
West Va . Tech
Western Kentucky

28
17
20
24
14
28
30
17
25
24
22
15
21
21
20
27
24
20
22
21
20
26
21
20
22
28
20
35
31
22
20
33

'Northern Colorado
H enderso n
Middle Tenne ssee
Austi n Peay
Gardner-Webb
Gle nvill e
Bridgewater
Southern State
East Texas
Wes tern Carolina
Central Missouri
Delta State
McNeese
Tennessee Tech
Sewanee
Murray
Lenoir-Rhyne
State Coil. Arkansas
NE Louisiana
Mississippi College
Wofford
Towson
Florence
Troy State
Trinity
McMurry
Washington , Mo.
Youn gs town
S F Austin
Concord
West Va . Wesleyan
East Tennessee

0
7
7
23
6
6
0
14
20
0
13

13
17
10
12
14
15
8
10
7
16
6
20
6
17
7
18
7
12
0
17
7

Bucknell
Central Connecti cut
Edinboro
Glassboro
Grove City
Ithaca
Lafayette
Lehigh
Midd lebury
Muhlenberg
New Hampshire
Norwich
Ohio Wes leyan
Rhode Island
Rochester
St. Lawrence
Springfie ld
Temple
Trinity
Tufts
Wagner
Wash'ton & Jeff' son
West Chester

24
23
27
18
28
17
32
20
26
27
20
18
22
27
21
20
19
22
24
20
22
14
21

Gettysburg
Bridgeport
Slippery Rock
Trenton
Brockport
Cortland
Drexel
Vermont
Worcester Tech
Haverford
Connecticut
Coast Guard
Clarion State
Maine
Williams
Hobart
So uth 'n Connecticut
Boston U
Bates
Colby
Upsala
Allegheny
East Stroudsburg

20
7
7
6
6
14
7
7
6
0
18
14
21
13
8
16
7
14
6
6
13
7
12

Other Games-Midwest
Akron
Ashland
Augustana, III.
Baker
Baldwin-Wallace
Butler
Capital
Cartha ge
Central Oklahoma
Colorado College
Defiance
E. Central Oklahoma
Eastern Illinois
Evansville
Franklin
Geneva
Gustavus
Hanover
Heide lberg
Hillsdale
Illinoi s State
Indiana State
Kalamazoo
Knox
Luther
Michigan Tech
Millikin
Missouri Valley
Nebraska Wesleyan
Northern Michi gan
Omaha
Ottawa
Rolla
St. Joseph's
St. Olaf
St. Thomas
SW Oklahoma
Wabash
Washburn
'Wayne, Mich.
Western illinoi s
Wittenberg

22
31
19
14
21
25
24
25
38
16
18
20
36
20
21
23
30
15
21
26
27
25
17
21
24
27
20
20
13
31
17
18
30
23
26
24
35
21
25
27
28

36

Ball State
Central State , Ohio
North Park
Graceland
Muskingum
DePauw
Denison
Illinois Wesleyan
Langston
Friends
Findlay
Panhandle
Chicago Circle
SE Missouri
Earlham
Adrian
Macalester
Anderson
Hiram
St. Norbert
SW Missouri
Central Michigan
III. Benedictine
Coe
Buena Vista
Ferris
Whea ton
Tarkio
Austin
Northwood
Wayne, Neb.
Central Methodist
Culver-Stockton
Valparaiso
Cornell, Iowa
Augsburg
SE Oklahoma
Albion
William Jewell
South Dakota State
Milwaukee
Otterbein

21
6
7
13
0
13
20
14
0
14
14
17
0
16
7
7
0
14
6
13
6
21
12
19
6
7
14
0
10
0
13
7
12
20
6
13
6
13
0
21
0
7

Other Games-Far West
Cal Lutheran
Cal Poly (S.l.D.)
Central Washington
Chico State
Claremont
Colorado Western
Davis
Drake
Eastern Michigan
Fullerton
Hawaii
Hayward
LaVerne
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Puget Sound
Sacramento
San Franci sco State
Santa Cl ara
Texas Lutheran
Western New Mexico
Westminster

26
27
18
23
14
19
20

37
24
33
27
34

14
27
20
21
21
21
24
20
25
20

Redlands
Humboldt
Western Was hington
U .S. I.U .
Pomona
Southern Utah
Riverside
Northern Arizona
Idaho State
Whittier
Fresno State
San Francisco U
St. Mary's
San Fernando
Cal Poly (Pomona)
Pacific Lutheran
Sonoma
Azusa
Nevada (Reno)
Eastern New Mexico
Adams State
Colorado Mines

0
6
7
21
7

15
7
7
6
6
25
0
13
10
17
14
7
6
20
15
21
16
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When Your Phone RINGS.

• •

It May Be The Rolla Merchants
Gift Check Book
Program Calling~

j

GET OYER

00

$

Ac1

Tradi
Friday
Univer
feature
neW Hu
Buildin!
Thee
Friday
campus
Other
keep t
weeken(
held at 7
Muiti--

In Gifts, Merchandise and Services
/

fOR ONLY

$

95

(Oct. 1

played
Northw
(Pre-gal

With AGift Check Book
Each Item Is

feature
pajama
parade

Each Item Is An Absolute Gift.
Ho Purchase Required .• .
Your Cost Is Only $14.95

An Absolute Gift•••••
No Purchase Required

YOUR COST ONLY $14.95

~~.==:'==:' .!!!!!NJ~HEC~ . . . ~I
Each Free OHer In This Book

~.'

Guaranteed By A Signed Contrad
From Each Of The Merchants
Represented •

i.~

I'a
I

When You Use These Certificates, i '~

D.
~

You Can Be Assured That They

Be Cheerfully Honored.

WiII ! '~
J '/

~~j GIFT CHECK ~~~~
Diehl Montgomery Inc.
Jack & Eva's Sewing
John's Firestone

John D's Restaurant
Crescent Restaurant
Carps Super Store

Scrub-N-Shine
Ron's Sinclair
H&S Drive-In (formerly A&W)
One One-Hr. Martinizing

Hillcrest Big Star
Blades
.
Rolla Tire
Alex Pizza

OVER $100 IN
MERCHANDISE &
SERVICES

~c:.~y

$14

9S

Finch Jewelry
Kirby Co. of Rolla
Rolla Roller Rink
Campus Cue
Faulkners Standard
Lowe Portrait Studio
Tims Pizza

THIS IS NOT A DISCOUNT BOOK
EACH ITEM IS A GIFT!
"You Don't Hove To Buy Something To Get Something"

..............

~

